
Why the Bar? 

cacy had been improved as a consequence of able concept, and long may that continue'. 

the division of the profession in those Austral It is interesting to observe that in Natal the 

ian states, and he said this: profession was initially fused, but that it be

Fusion in other countries "Yes, it has. That I can say. I have watched came a divided profession in the 1930s. Be


"The [Royal] Commission [ on Legal Services] these bars grow in my time as a practising cause of its small size and for other reasons, 


sought the view ofpersons who had experience man, but even more so since I have been in Zimbabwe is not necessarily representative, but 


of a fused profession in other countries. 1 have this office which I have now held for thir in that territory the profession was compulso


indicated earlier the attitude of Wan"en Burger teen years". rily fused in 1981. Neveltheless there is a de 


and other authorities in relation to America. Evi Sir Han)' Gibbs, a later Chief Justice of facto bar operating successfully in Harare, the 


dence was also sought from Australia and New Australia, echoed these views with equal members of which practise exclusively as ad


Zealand. When the legal profession began to so"ength. His successor, Sir Anthony Mason, vocates and at"e bliefed by firms oflegal practi


operate in those three counoies the distances has expressed a similar view. tioners." 


which practitioners had to travel were often In New Zealand a number of lawyers prac


considerable; communications were bad and tise as barristers, although the profession is for Conclusions 

slow, and the countries were sparsely occu mally fused. Sir Robin Cooke, now President "[The divided profession] ...had been the prod


pied. In those conditions separate bars were of the New Zealand COUlt of Appeal, who was uct of long experience. It has attracted the admi


not established. In more recent times specialist the first lawyer in that country to practise as a ration, both within and outside Blitain, of those 


bars have developed in order to meet the in barrister from the statt of his professional ca who at"e in a position to make a balanced judg


creasing demand for specialization in the prac reer, said this in evidence: ment. The Commission was equally satisfied 


tice of the law. In the state ofNew South Wales '[ am one of those who subscribe to this that the fused profession failed, in greater or 


the profession has always been clivided.In Vic concept of a separate bar ... . r think that the lesser degree, on each of the three grounds. It 


tOlia it was fused by legislation in 1891, but in idea of an independent body of men and would not be in the public interest; it would 


practice the two branches have remained sepa women, specialist and skilled in their type of diminish the specialisms which are available to 


rate. In South Australia and West Australia there legal service and not mere paid agents for the public and it would impair the element of 


was initially fusion, but so"ong independent bars the clients, but recognizing that they owe independent advice which is an essential fea


have developed in recent years. When Sir some responsibility to the courts and having ture of the services provided by the bat"." 


Garfield Batwick. the ChiefJustice ofAustralia, the confidence of the courts and the stand Lord Benson, FCA "The Future of the Legal 


was giving oral evidence to us, he was asked ards of ethics and professional skills that Profession in South AfIica: Is Fusion the An


whether he thought that the quality of advo- tend to go with that, is an extremely valu- swer?" (1988) 105 SAL] 421 at 429-432. W 


Fusion debunked 
"...[T]hose arguments which are sometimes raised small, specialist bar at-e available to all finns of but as a matter of practice the two branches 

in favour of fusion ...have...been very well re- solicitors across the country. For all the growth have remained separate. In South Auso"alia and 

hearsed in South Africa. I will touch on them in size ofsome firms, the small fmn remains the Western Australia, where there was initially fu

briefly. First, it is said that a separate bar in- bulwark of orclinary legal practice in our coun- sion, strong independent bars have developed 

creases expense. We have no evidence of this at try... It is the clients of small firms who might over recent years. Sir Harry Gibbs, until re

home. Most cases l-equire more than one lawyer. well suffer most in terms of access to the bar in cently Chief Justice of Australia, said: 

The bar has tended traditionally to be a low- the event of fusion. Nor could a solicitor who ' .. .The existence of a separate bar is in my 

overheads profession in comparison with that of was seeking to undeltake the skilled work of opinion necessary for the efficient and proper 

solicitors, and this enables its services to be given preparation as well as advocacy concentrate suf- conduct of litigation and fusion would be likely 

on a comparatively economical basis. The Royal ficiently on the regular presentation of cases in to have lamentable effect on the quality of 

Commission[onLegalServices]conc1udedfirmly court. He could not have the day to day experi- advocacy in general and appellate advocacy 

that, except possibly in some of the simplest ence which keeps the skills fully honed. In many in particular'. 

cases, there was no evidence that cost would be at-eas oflife we are calling for more specialization. His successor, Sir Anthony Mason, has 

decreased by fusion of the profession. Ineffi- This is so in aspects of the legal profession - and expressed a similar view. In New Zealand, which 

ciency resulting from loss of specialist skills as hU1TIan affairs, and laws, become more com- has historically had a fused profession, the num

might, on the contrary, increase cost, and cer- plexsothereasonsforspecializingbecomemore bers who are setting up as part of a de facto 

tainly the experience of the fused profession in compelling. If this is the in1petus, it would be separate bar are increasing. In Hong Kong there 

the United States would provide no ground for surprising if we would gain rather than lose by is a vigorous separate bar. Recently the Chief 

optimism that expense would clin1inish. Secondly, throwing the courts open to all lawyers... . Justice ofSingapore, despite that country being 

it is sometimes said that a clivided system lessens We, in England, and you, in South Africa, relatively small in population, has called for the 

the freedom of choice for the clients, since they are not alone in asserting the value of an inde- emergence of a separate corps of specialist ad

Cat1llot have their own solicitor to argue the case pendent bar. In New South Wales there has vocates." 

in the higher COUlts. I believe that, by contrast, always been a wholly separate bar. In Victoria Lord Alexander of Weedon QC "An Inde

freedom of choice is widened. The talents of a the profession was fused by legislation in 1891, pendent Bar" (1988) 105 SAU 54 at 59-61. 
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